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Observation of Spin-1 f1(1285) in the Reaction yy* = riox x
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We observe both the J =1++ fi(1285) and the J =0 + t)'(958) in tagged two-photon interac-
tions and the t)'(958) in untagged interactions. The measured Q dependence and decay distribution
support the fl(1285) spin and parity assignment. The radiative width of the f1(1285) is measured as
(M /Q )I „„=9.4 ~ 2.5 ~ 1.7 keV on the assumption of a p-pole form factor.

PACS numbers: 14.40.Cs, 13.40.Hq, 13.65.+i

The recent observation' of a spin-1 resonance in the
KKz final state produced in yy* interactions encourages
a similar search in other final states. The large radiative
width observed for this KKz resonance puts into question
its association with the f (11420) in an ideally mixed
J =1++ nonet. It would thus be interesting to observe
the production of other members of the nonet to estab-
lish a consistent picture.

We report here on a study of the reaction

e+e —e+e g'~+a

with both tagged and untagged final-state electrons. The

g is identified through its decay into two photons. The
results are based on an integrated luminosity of 220
pb

' obtained with the Mark II detector at the SLAC
electron-position storage ring PEP, run at a center-of-
mass energy of 29 GeV.

The major features of the Mark II detector have been
well described elsewhere. We comment here only on
those aspects particularly relevant to this study. The po-
sition and energy of the photons are measured in the
eight liquid-argon barrel-calorimeter modules which sub-
tend 64% of the solid angle and have an energy resolu-
tion of (0.14 Gev't )/JE and an angular resolution of
15 mrad. The proportional-chamber end-cap calorime-
ters are primarily used to veto events with extra photons.
The relatively low 2.3-kG solenoidal magnetic field was
especially useful in permitting low-pT pions to reach the
time-of-Aight counters and, hence, trigger the detector.
The inner vertex chamber allowed accurate measure-
ment of these tracks, with a precision hp/p = [(0.025)
+ [(0.01 GeV ')p] I 't, compensating for the low mag-
netic field. The small-angle tagging system (SAT) mea-
sures scattered electrons between 21 and 83 mrad from
the beam direction. The SAT consists of three sets of
four planar drift chambers for tracking and an elec-

tromagnetic shower counter to identify the scattered
electron and measure its energy. Each set of drift
chambers is arranged in a rectangular array around the
beam pipe so that maximum e%ciency is obtained in the
corner overlap regions. The octagonal shower counters
consist of eighteen alternating layers of 4 -in. Pb and
—,
' -in. scintillator with the light from the first five and

last thirteen layers separately collected in wave-shifter
bars at one end. The energy scale is calibrated with
Bhabha scattering, and the measured energy resolution is

AE/E = [(15.5 GeV't )/JE i%.
We select events with two oppositely charged tracks

and at least two photons in the central detector, The
photons are required to be well isolated from both
charged tracks and other photons and to have a mea-
sured energy greater than 200 MeV. Events with more
than two y's are also considered because the reconstruc-
tion program and hadronic interactions can create ap-
parent extra photons. Events which also have one good
track with more than 7 GeV in the SAT counters are re-
ferred to as tagged (yy*) events. The tagging angular
interval gives good acceptance for a four-momentum-
transfer (Q ) interval of 0. 15 to 1.2 (GeV/c) . The
measured yy invariant mass shows a clear z peak, but
the g is submerged in combinatorial background. To
choose g candidates and minimize the combinatorial
background, we require that this measured y y mass lie
between 0.45 and 0.75 GeV. Pairs of photons are then
constrained to the g mass and a X ( 5.0 is required in

the fit. After the g selection, the events are checked for
remaining extra y's that are not obviously associated
with charged or neutral tracks. Events having such extra
y's are taken as a measure of the background.

The sum of the transverse momenta (gpT) is calculat-
ed, and, for untagged (yy) events, i gpr i

is required to
be less than 200 MeVlc. Because of the increased mea-
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surement error of the tagging electron, we open this cut
to 400 MeV/c for tagged events.

In Fig. 1 we show the q x+z mass distribution for
the untagged-event sample. There is a clear peak at the
q'(958) but no other narrow structure is seen. The gpT
distribution for the g (958) mass region is in excellent
agreement with Monte Carlo simulations. The higher-
mass continuum region is believed to be background,
dominated by feed-down from higher-multiplicity yy in-

teractions, as evidenced by the broader gpT distribution

=(~/~) [In(s/4m, )] [8x I (R yy)/M']

where

G(r)—:(1+r/2) ln(1/r) —
—,
' (I —r)(3+ r),

and Ci(r) =0.78 is the ratio of the exact yy luminosity
to that obtained in the leading-logarithmic approxima-
tion, giving a measured radiative width I (q (958)

yy) =4.7 ~ 0.6+' 0.9 keV. This agrees with the
current world average of 4.3 ~ 0.3 keV based almost en-
tirely on measurements that use the p y decay mode of
the q'(958).

In Fig. 2(a) we show the q x+x invariant-mass dis-
tribution for the tagged events. The q'(958) signal
remains, but now we clearly see an additional narrow
signal above background at a mass of 1286+ 9 MeV and
with a. =26 ~ 5 MeV. This second peak can be
identified with the fi(1285) or the q(1275), or both.
The absence of such a signal in the untagged sample
(Fig. 1) can be used to set a limit of

B(R (1285) r)xx)I (R(1285) yy) & 0.62 keV

[95% confidence level (C.L.)]. Since spin-1 production
is not allowed for real photon-photon collisions while

in this region. A Gaussian fit to the q' mass and width

gives m„=956.3~ 1.0 MeV, in reasonable agreement
with the accepted mass within our present understand-
ing of the systematic errors. The width, o =9 ~ 1 MeV,
is consistent with the detector resolution as determined
by the Monte Carlo simulations. The 143 ~ 12 events
above background, corrected for eKciency and unseen
decay modes, corresponds to a cross section o (e +e

e+e q') =1.52 ~ 0.19+'0.30 nb. The cross section
for production of a narrow resonance R of mass M and
with J=0 is, with r=M /s,

G(.)c,(.), (2)

spin-0 production should be even more prominent, we

identify the signal in the tagged events primarily with
the spin-1 fi(1285). We can expect to enhance the sig-
nal with respect to background by removing events at
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FIG. 1. q n+x invariant mass for untagged events with no

extra y's. The solid curve is the result of a fit by a Gaussian
and a polynomial background.
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FIG. 2. r) sr+ye invariant mass for (a) all tagged events

without extra y's, (b) those events with Q2) 0.2 GeV/c, (c)
events with extra y's, and (d) events in (b) which also have
0.90 & m (g x —) & 1.06 GeV/c .
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FIG. 4. Measured distribution in
~
cosO~ for the f!(1285),

where 0 is the decay angle defined in the text. The solid
(dashed) histograms are the result of Monte Carlo simulations
of the distributions expected for J =1++ (J =1 +).
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FIG. 3. g dependence of the radiative widths of the J=1

f!(128S) and the J=0 tl'(958). We also show the 9S%-
confidence-level upper limit for a J=0 R(1285) near Q =0.
A p-pole form factor is assumed in each case.

small four-momentum transfer Q . Figure 2(b) shows
the same g z+ z mass plot for those events with

Q & 0.2 (GeV/c) and shows the expected effect. The
gz+z mass plot for those events which otherwise satis-
fy the selection criteria but which were ultimately re-
moved because they contained extra photons is shown in

Fig. 2(c). These events are again presumed to be a feed
down from higher-multiplicity yy interactions as indi-
cated by their gpT distribution. The mass distrioution is

structureless and resembles the overall background in

o(e+e e+e R)

Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Since the fI(1285) is expected to
decay primarily via ao(980)rr, we also show, in Fig. 2(d),
the same gz+z mass distribution requiring that one
gx —mass combination lie between 0.90 and 1.06 GeV.
Again a prominent peak remains, but the limited phase
space allows no definite statement concerning the pres-
ence of ao(980). Monte Carlo simulations of y)

*

fI (1285) ao(980) rr rirr rr are used to calcu-
late the efficiency, giving

rr(e +e e +e f I (1285))B(fI (1285) rizrr)

=27.6 ~ 7.4 ~ 4. 1 pb
for the Q interval between 0.2 and 1.2 (GeV/c ).

For the spin-1 case, the formula comparable to (2) has
recently been given by Cahn for single-tagged events
having the other scattered electron within the minimum
SAT angle:

2+"6+8
19

6 8

cr(e+e —e+e rl')

r ' 2
tr 24rr —

l dQ 2 2 Qcut 1 7 1 1—2 I~ * I F (Q ) ln ln ———+ ln — —3ln ——
M -'M 2 ~ 4

) me
r 2

1 Q Q cut 1 3 1 5 1+ — ln ln ———+ ln — ——ln —,— (3)
2 ~ m g' 2 g' 2

where the partial width I —= (M /Q )I in the low-Q limit, r'—:(M +Q )/s, Q,„,=0.1 is the antitagging cutoff, and
the residual Q dependence is contained in a form factor taken as F(Q ) =(1+Q /m~ ) '. For a branching ratio
B(fI (1285) rlrrrr) =0.49 and m~ =0.76 GeV, the measured cross section together with Eq. (3) evaluated for Js =29
GeV at M =1.285 gives I (fI(1285) ) y*) =9.4 ~ 2.5+ 1.7 keV. It is important to note that this result is rather
sensitive to the assumed Q dependence of the form factor.

In Fig. 3 we show the value of I * for the f1(1285) obtained in two intervals of Q . The similarity of the two values
indicates that the Q dependence of the data is consistent with the form assumed in Eq. (3). We also show the Q2
dependence of I „.for the spin-0 rl'(958) as inferred froms

=2 a 8'
&

dQ F (Q ) ln
2 2 7 2 2

2 M3 9rr a Q2 2
i me

2
1 1 5 1 19

ln ———', + ln —, ——ln —,+ 7r2

6
(4)
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Again, the radiative widths are consistent with the as-
sumed form. In the same figure, we also show the
upper limit on I » obtained above for the f i(1285) on
the assumption that it is spin 0.

Cahn has also pointed out that for small Q /M, the
distribution in the angle 0 between the normal to the de-
cay plane and the incident photon, in the rest frame of
the produced resonance, is proportional to sin 0 for a
1

+ particle and 1+cos 0 for a 1++ particle. Monte
Carlo studies indicate that the resolution in cos0 is ap-
proximately cr(cosO) =0.05. This measured distribution
in

~
cosO~ is shown in Fig. 4 for the 31 events in Fig.

2(b) between 1.22 and 1.34 CeJV/ c, normalized to the
Monte Carlo simulation. The experimental distribution
expected' for a 1++ resonance is a better fit (Z =2.5)
than the distribution expected for a 1

+ resonance
(Z' =10.0).

Renard ' ' and Cahn have estimated the yy* width of
the usual 1++ qq nonet with ideal mixing in a non-
relativistic quark model and, on the basis of the
observed width I (fq(1270) rr) =2.7 keV, predict
I (fi(1285) rr*) =4.5 keV, in fair agreement with
our measurement. If the nonet deviates from ideal mix-
ing with the quark composition of the fi(1420) taken
to be cosX

~
ss) —sink

~
(uu+dd))/J2, then a value

k = —15 +
~o- can accommodate the observed ratio

r(fi(1285)- rr )/r(fi(1420)- rr*) =2.9+ 1.S.
Chanowitz' has also pointed out that a substantial

deviation from ideal mixing would predict god signals
for both the f i (1285) and f t (1420) mesons. There is
evidence that the peak observed at 1420 MeV favors a
K*K decay rather than an an(980) tr decay. If the
ao(980)tr decay mode were iinportant, or if there were
an independent gz~ decay, we would expect to see a sig-
nal at 1420 MeV in Fig. 2(b). No such t)trtt signal is
seen, and we can given an upper limit

B(R(1420) ritrtr)F(R(1420) rr*) & 1.1 keV

(90% C.L.). Comparing this limit to our measurement
of this product for the KKz decay mode gives

B(R(1420) t)trtr)/B(R(1420) KKtr) & 0.6.

In summary, we have observed the fi(1285) and the
t)'(958) in the titr+tr final state produced in tagged
photon-photon interactions as well as the tl'(958) in un-

tagged interactions. The absence of fi(1285) production
at very small Q and its decay distribution at finite g
support the J =1++ assignment.
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